THE CHALLENGE
The IEC 60870-5-104 protocol is becoming ever more important in process data transmission via Ethernet (TCP/IP). Increasingly, companies are considering switching from their 101 control station to the TCP/IP enabled 104 protocol. The network offers considerable benefits compared with the serial data transmission:

+ Higher level safety
+ Flexible network layout
+ Numerous network utilities
+ Simplified management of connected devices
+ Reduced time and cost for maintenance and servicing

An upgrade from the 101 control station will amortize itself very quickly, assuming the connected remote terminal devices can still be operated.

THE SOLUTION
ipRoute-IEC101/104 enables fast and cost-efficient coupling between control stations and RTUs using the IEC 60870-5-101 and IEC 60870-5-104 communication standards, while profiting from the extensive compatibility of the protocols at the application level.

THE SOFTWARE

ipRoute-IEC101/104 is a router-based system. The ASDU (Application Service Data Unit) data packet exchange between the communication components is transparent. The IEC 60870-5-101 link layer functions and the IEC’870-5-104 transport layer functions however are executed directly by the ipRoute-IEC101/104.

The data packets sent by a control station are either switched through to all or only a specified substation depending on the configuration. Conversely, the data packets received by a substation are transmitted to all or specified control stations. The decision where to transmit a packet is made by using the corresponding common address of ASDU. The transparent operating principle enables fast and simple system integration with the help of ipRoute-IEC101/104. System configuration is reduced to a few parameters such as baud rate or information object address size. Configuration of the individual information objects is not required.

SUPPORTED PROTOCOLS:

Up-Link

- IEC 60870-5-101 balanced / unbalanced, slave

This enables control stations to be connected via a conventional serial dedicated line. The “balanced” or “unbalanced” transport procedure is used. There are several V.24 interfaces for connecting DCE (Data Communications Equipment) devices.
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Down-Link

- IEC 60870-5-104 server

This enables one or more IEC 60870-5-104 control stations to be connected via Ethernet (TCP/IP). Data can be fed to the master connection lines individually (1 of n) or simultaneously to all. ipRoute-IEC101/104 supports the configuration of several IP addresses and different port settings. The physical connection is based on a 100BaseT interface.

- IEC 60870-5-101 balanced, master

This allows substations to be connected via a conventional serial dedicated line based on the balanced transmission mode.

- IEC 60870-5-101 unbalanced, master

This allows substations to be connected via a conventional serial dedicated line based on the unbalanced transmission mode. Several substations can be connected simultaneously.

- IEC 60870-5-104 client

This standard enables IEC 60870-5-104 substations to be connected via TCP/IP. It supports connection to redundant devices as well as communication via redundant communication lines.

- IEC 60870-5-101 dial-up, master

This protocol allows substations to be connected via dial-up lines. This communication mode is gaining in popularity even though it is not supported by the IEC 60870-5-101 standard. The protocol can manage several dial-up modems as well as several dial-up slaves. Communication can either be balanced or unbalanced.

These protocols can be put together in any combination, enabling even highly complex network structures to be implemented.
SCOPE OF FUNCTIONS:

- Transparent ASDU transmission
  
  ipRoute-IEC101/104 transmits ASDUs transparently without interpreting them. This enables ASDUs from the private part of the standard to be exchanged, without the necessity of prior configuration.

- Configuration of different address length
  
  The lengths of the common ASDU (CA = Common Address of ASDU), the cause of transmission and the information object address (IOA) can be configured differently and may not be the same.

- Conversion between IEC 104 and IEC 101 ASDU types
  
  ipRoute-IEC101/104 supports conversion between monitoring direction ASDU types with long time stamp (M_SP_TB_1, M_DP_TB_1, etc.) and ASDU types with short time stamp (M_SP_TA_1, M_DP_TA_1, etc.) and vice versa. It also supports conversion between control direction ASDU types with long time stamp (C_SC_TA_1, C_DC_TA_1, etc.) and ASDU types without timestamp (C_SC_NA_1, C_DC_NA_1, etc.) and vice versa. Additionally an individual size of originator address can be specified for each communication module. By means of this functionality the most of the differences between IEC 60870-5-104 and IEC 60870-5-101 devices can be eliminated.

- Intelligent data flow control and bandwidth adjustment
  
  ipRoute-IEC101/104 offers data flow control which prevents unnecessary data buffering. If the up-link connection to the control station fails or data transmission is suspended by the control station, ipRoute-IEC101/104 automatically stops the data transmission to all down-link connections. This shifts buffering to the substation as much as possible. If master connections are slower than slave connections, ipRoute-IEC101/104 slows down the slave connections using data flow control in order to prevent buffer overflow. The ASDU TTL (Time to Live) monitoring which can be configured flexibly ensures that no data is needlessly transmitted to the control station and this is of particular importance with respect to commands to the slave or substation. Accurate monitoring of acknowledged ASDUs prevents loss of data packets in case of temporary connection failures or communication interferences. Unacknowledged ASDUs are repeated after the next connection setup, even if they had already been transmitted.

- ASDU filtering
  
  ipRoute-IEC101/104 allows ASDU filtering in control and monitoring directions based on the ASDU address (Common ASDU address). In control direction (downlink), ASDUs may either be sent to all or only to specified ASDU addresses. Broadcast ASDUs are dispatched to all connected devices. In monitoring direction, the ASDUs are generally sent to all superordinate systems. A filter may also be configured for each uplink connection, so that only certain ASDUs are passed on.

- General Polls
  
  As the master does not directly register a substation connection failure, ipRoute-IEC101/104 allows the automatic triggering of a general poll to the substations after the connection is restored.

- Virtual RTU
  
  In addition, the substation connection status can be signaled to the control station using a virtual RTU. In this case ipRoute-IEC101/104 behaves like a full IEC-101/104 substation.

- Clock synchronization
  
  ipRoute-IEC101/104 allows substation clock synchronization. The ipRoute-IEC101/104 internal clock can be synchronized via the NTP protocol or the IEC protocol. Following its own synchronization, the connected substations are then synchronized.

- Redundancy
  
  In order to meet higher data safety requirements, ipRoute-IEC101/104 can be used with a second device and thus provide the necessary redundancy. The redundancy connection is implemented via a serial link or the Ethernet. Our proprietary Channel Switch (CS) can be used for connecting serial communication lines to both devices.

REDUNDANCY
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- General Polls
  
  As the master does not directly register a substation connection failure, ipRoute-IEC101/104 allows the automatic triggering of a general poll to the substations after the connection is restored.

- Virtual RTU
  
  In addition, the substation connection status can be signaled to the control station using a virtual RTU. In this case ipRoute-IEC101/104 behaves like a full IEC-101/104 substation.

- Clock synchronization
  
  ipRoute-IEC101/104 allows substation clock synchronization. The ipRoute-IEC101/104 internal clock can be synchronized via the NTP protocol or the IEC protocol. Following its own synchronization, the connected substations are then synchronized.

- Redundancy
  
  In order to meet higher data safety requirements, ipRoute-IEC101/104 can be used with a second device and thus provide the necessary redundancy. The redundancy connection is implemented via a serial link or the Ethernet. Our proprietary Channel Switch (CS) can be used for connecting serial communication lines to both devices.
Configuration is easily carried out via the Ethernet interface using an integrated web server. The access to the web server is enabled simply by a web browser, such as Microsoft IE or Mozilla Firefox. No additional configuration software is needed.

Detailed diagnosis information can be accessed using a web browser, too. The diagnosis display allows the communication state of all configured connections to be seen at a glance. In addition communication traffic of all lines can be logged and called up in an easy to read format, which greatly facilitates troubleshooting.

These requirements ensure successful integration of IEC 60870-5-101/104 systems:

- ASDU addresses used must be unambiguous and unique for all connections, multiple assignations are not allowed.
- ASDU types used for the control station or substations must be compatible. This can be ensured by matching interoperability lists. ipRoute-IEC101/104 supports the conversion of the following ASDU types (the behaviour is configurable):
  - Monitoring direction ASDU types with long time stamp (M_SP_TB_1, M_DP_TB_1, etc.) into ASDU types with short time stamp (M_SP_TA_1, M_DP_TA_1, etc.) and vice versa
  - Control direction ASDU types with long time stamp (C_SC_TA_1, C_DC_TA_1, etc.) into ASDU types without timestamp (C_SC_NA_1, C_DC_NA_1, etc.) and vice versa
  - Test command ASDU with long time stamp C_TS_TA_1 into test command ASDU without timestamp C_TS_NA_1 and vice versa

We gladly offer our support to assist you in checking these requirements.